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�is is Part II of a two-part article on copyright termination rights. 
Part I, published in the Spring 2012 issue of New Ma�er, discussed 
the history of, procedures, and e�ects of exercising the termination 
right. Part II discusses nine strategies for copyright grantees and li-
censees to consider in order to avoid termination of their copyright 
rights.

* * *
Certain risks arise when entering into agreements with 
authors for rights to content. Here are actions grantees and licens-
ees can take to possibly avoid an author’s ability to terminate their 
rights.

POSSIBLE WAYS FOR G�NTEES AND LICENSEES 
TO AVOID TER MINATION OF COPYRIGHT 
G�NTS

�e Termination Right Does Not Apply to Works-for-Hire

An important exception to the termination right is works-made-
for-hire: copyright rights in such works cannot be terminated.45

Where an author creates a work within the scope of his or her em-
ployment or the work otherwise meets the statutory requirements 
of a “work-made-for-hire,” the author is not permied to terminate 
the prior grant. �is is because “the copyright in such a creation 
never belonged to the artist in the �rst instance to grant; instead, it 
belonged at the outset to the party that commissioned the work.”46

A person or entity that acquires and uses works created by others 
can eliminate the risk of a later termination by limiting acquired 
works to those created on a work-made-for-hire basis.47

�e most ready example of a “work-made-for-hire” is a work pre-
pared by an employee in the scope of employment.48 A company 
can avoid the risk of termination by having its creative works pre-
pared by employees in the course of their employment. Another 
way to eliminate this risk is to �rst hire, as an employee, anyone 
asked to create a work.

�e Copyright Act de�nes some additional categories of works-
for-hire. �ese include a work the parties agree expressly in writing 
is made for-hire that is either specially ordered or commissioned 
for use as a contribution to a collective work, or as part of either a 
motion picture or other audiovisual work, as a translation, a supple-
mentary work,49 a compilation, an instructional text,50 a test, an-
swer material for a test, or as an atlas.51

A company in publishing, �lm production, or other business can 
eliminate the risk of future termination for works in these catego-
ries by making sure the following requirements are satis�ed: (a) the 
work is specially ordered or specially commissioned, (b) it is a con-
tribution to a collective work, (c) the parties agree in writing that the 
work is “made-for-hire;” and (d) the collective work is in one of the 
statutory categories for which work-made-for-hire status may apply.

�e work-for-hire exception also impacts recipients of previ-
ously transferred or licensed copyrights. �ey may seek to estab-
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lish that the copyright which the author or heirs now seek to termi-
nate was created on a work-for-hire basis, and therefore is not subject 
to termination.

Over time, the test for whether a work is “for-hire” has changed. 
For works created since January 1, 1978, the Supreme Court held 
that “a work for hire can arise through one of two mutually exclu-
sive means, one for employees and one for independent contrac-
tors.”52 �e determination whether a work was created in the scope 
of an employment refers to “the conventional relation of employer 
and employee.”53 To determine if that relationship exists, the court 
looks to the “general common law of agency.”54 Otherwise, inde-
pendent contractor status applies and the work can be “for-hire” 
only if the parties expressly agree in writing and the work is in one 
of the Section 101(2) categories.

For works created before 1978, “for-hire” status is governed by 
the 1909 Act. Under that Act, works-for-hire include those created 
by employees in a traditional employer-employee relationship. But 
a di
erent, “instance and expense” test applies to determine if a 
work created by an independent contractor was made “for-hire.”55

Under this formulation, whenever one person engages another to 
create a work, “the presumption arises that the mutual intent of 
the parties is that the title to the copyright shall be in the person at 
whose instance and expense the work is done.”56

A licensee or grantee that wishes to avoid termination of the li-
cense or grant may do so by establishing that the grant or license 
was super	uous because the work was made “for-hire” (under the 
1909 Act test for works created before 1978; or the 1976 Act test for 
works created a�er its e
ective date, January 1, 1978).

In assessing whether a work was made for-hire, courts do not 
rely on recitals by the parties in their agreement. Rather, courts 
will look to the actual circumstances in which the work was cre-
ated. In Marvel Characters , Inc. v. Simon57 the parties seled prior 
litigation with an agreement, made long a�er creation of the work at 
issue (Captain America comics), stipulating that it had been created 
for-hire.58 �e selement included a transfer and assignment by the 
author of his interest in the works.59

Subsequent to that transfer, the 1976 Act established a new ter-
mination right. In 1999, the author, recognizing this opportunity 
to reclaim his copyright in the work, acted to terminate the prior 
transfer.60 He claimed to have created the works independently, 
not as an employee or creator of a work-for-hire. In the litigation 
that followed, the district court ruled that the author’s acknowl-
edgement in the Selement Agreement that he created the works 
“for-hire” prevented him from claiming otherwise.61 On appeal, the 
Second Circuit Court of Appeals reversed.

�e 1976 Act protects an author from waiving the termination 
right by providing that “termination of the grant may be e
ected 
notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary.”62 �e Second 
Circuit held that “an agreement made a�er a work’s creation stipu-

lating that the work was created as a work for hire constitutes an 
‘agreement to the contrary’” which can be disavowed.”63 To de-
termine if a work was for-hire or not, requires focus “on the actual 
relationship between the parties, rather than the language of their 
agreements.”64

Se�le Dispute with Factual Stipulation and Findings

�e Marvel court refused to rely on a subsequent selement 
agreement to establish work-for-hire status. But the court did not 
prohibit using selements to establish such status, and described 
how a selement can do so. “If parties intend to preclude future 
litigation regarding authorship by seling their claims, they need 
only comply with the requirements of collateral estoppel by �ling a 
detailed stipulation of selement, complete with su�cient factual 
�ndings on authorship, with the court.”65

�is suggests another way for grantees and licensees to avoid 
potential terminations. Some relationships will, for any number of 
reasons, devolve into litigation. Most litigation results in mutually 
agreed selements. Licensees and grantees may follow the Marvel 
court’s guidance by including a detailed stipulation in the sele-
ment with factual �ndings on authorship, so as to preclude future 
litigation on the subject.

�e Termination Right Does Not Apply to Derivative Works

“A derivative work prepared under authority of the grant before 
its termination may continue to be utilized under the terms of the 
grant a�er its termination.”66 �us, a grantee or licensee that cre-
ates its own derivative work before the author or heirs terminate 
the grant67 may continue to exercise all the granted rights with re-
gard to that derivative work. �erefore derivative works present an 
opportunity for a licensee or grantee to reduce the impact of the 
termination right.

A derivative work is a work based upon one or more preexisting 
works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, 
�ctionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art re-
production, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which 
a work may be recast, transformed, or adapted. A work consisting 
of editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modi�ca-
tions which, as a whole, represent an original work of authorship, is 
also a “derivative work.”68

In Mills Music, Inc. v. Snyder, the Supreme Court considered the 
derivative works exception as to a popular song, Who’s Sorry Now. 
Mills was the assignee of the copyright for the song. He issued numer-
ous licenses to record companies to reproduce the song. �e record 
companies prepared numerous versions, each of which was indepen-
dently copyrightable.69 �e record companies paid royalties to Mills, 
who turned over 50% of the royalties to the song’s author, Snyder.

Snyder’s widow and son elected to terminate the earlier assign-
ment to Mills, and in essence demanded to receive 100% of all 
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future royalties from the derivative works. �e Supreme Court re-
jected this e
ort, holding that the consequences of termination do 
not apply to derivative works within the termination right’s deriva-
tive works exception.70 �e court held that owners could continue 
to exploit their derivative works during the remaining term of the 
copyright, under previously negotiated terms.71 Despite termina-
tion, Mills could continue to exploit and retain 50% of the royalties 
from derivative works created pursuant to the now-terminated as-
signment.72

�at being the case, a grantee or licensee may wish to create de-
rivative works during the term of the grant or license, secure in the 
knowledge that there is a privilege to continue using such works re-
gardless of the exercise of the termination right.

Enter into a New Agreement with the Author or Heirs

Another way to avoid termination of rights is to enter into a new 
grant or license, including a mutual termination of the prior instru-
ment. �is occurred when John Steinbeck’s heirs sought to termi-
nate the author’s 1938 grant of copyright licenses to a publisher.73

Steinbeck had granted a publisher the “sole and exclusive right 
to publish” what became some of his most famous works: Grapes of 
Wrath, Of Mice & Men, and Tortilla Flat, among others. Steinbeck’s 
will gave his interest in the copyrights to his wife. Several years af-
ter Steinbeck died, his widow and the publisher entered into a new 
agreement, adding some books, enlarging annual advances, and 
increasing the royalties. �e new agreement said it canceled and 
superseded the previous agreement.74

A�er Steinbeck’s widow died, Steinbeck’s surviving son and 
grandson sought to terminate the 1938 grants. In litigation that fol-
lowed, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals ruled the agreement 
entered into with Steinbeck’s widow “terminated and superseded 
the 1938 agreement.”75 �erefore, “the [prior] grant of rights no 
longer existed.”76 �is “eliminated the right to terminate the grants 
contained in the 1938 Agreement.”77

�e Second Circuit rejected the heirs’ argument that the widow’s 
agreement was an “agreement to the contrary,” which, the heirs ar-
gued, should not be permied to interfere with exercise of the ter-
mination right. �e court distinguished the Marvel Characters de-
cision as having only rejected “aempts to re-characterize existing 
grants of copyright so as to eliminate the right to terminate,” 78 and 
noted that no such aempt was made in this case.79 �e court noted 
that parties to a transfer or license retain the right to voluntarily 
agree to terminate an existing grant and negotiate a new one.”80

�us, a licensee or grantee of copyright rights seeking to avoid 
termination may negotiate a new agreement, making sure to ex-
pressly cancel and terminate the prior grant or license, so that the 
grant or license is embodied entirely in the new instrument. Any 
termination rights then pertain to and need to be timed in relation 
to the new agreement.

Walt Disney Productions demonstrated the merit of this ap-
proach. In 1961 Disney became a licensee of merchandising and 
motion picture rights in Winnie-the-Pooh. “In 1983, faced with 
the possibility that [the author’s heir] might seek to terminate the 
rights…Disney proposed that the parties renegotiate the rights.” 
�e parties signed a new agreement which revoked prior agree-
ments, re-granted previously granted rights, and increased pay-
ments to the licensor.81 Later, the surviving heir sought to termi-
nate the original grant. In litigation that followed, the district court 
and Ninth Circuit agreed the prior grants had already been termi-
nated by the parties’ 1983 agreement, which therefore remained in 
e
ect.82

Holders of a Majority of Terminated Interest Agree Not to 
Terminate

In some circumstances, the termination right of a deceased au-
thor may be divided among multiple heirs. �ese can be a combina-
tion of the author’s surviving children (and, in some cases, grand-
children) or a combination of children and a surviving spouse.83

Termination of the grant may be e
ected by a combination of those 
persons who own and are entitled to exercise collectively more than 
one-half of the author’s termination interest.84

Stated di
erently, in situations where multiple persons inherited 
the author’s termination right, the exercise of the termination right 
requires action by a majority-in-interest of the holders of the right. 
Conversely, holders of a majority of an author’s termination interest 
might agree not to join in exercising a termination right. �is would 
have the e
ect of eliminating that termination right.85

Potentially, a copyright grantee or licensee dealing with individ-
ual holders of a share of the termination right might test whether 
lawful consideration, given to induce one or more individuals not 
to join in exercising a termination right, could withstand a chal-
lenge as being an “agreement to the contrary.” Such an agreement 
may withstand the challenge because it is not an agreement not 
to terminate (only a majority could exercise such agreement), but 
rather is an agreement by each individual, not to join with others in 
exercising such a right.

Obtain Copyright Rights by Will

Copyright ownership may be transferred by will.86 Transfers 
made by will are not subject to the Act’s termination provisions.87

Where possible, acquirers of copyright interests may wish to per-
suade an author to bequeath their interest by will. However, so long 
as the author is living, this approach does not provide certainty that 
termination can be avoided. A living author can revoke or modify 
his or her will.88 And an agreement to make a will is, by statute, an 
“agreement to the contrary” that can be terminated.89 However, if 
the copyright interest is given by will to the grantee or licensee at 
the author’s death, that transfer will not be subject to termination.
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Obtain Rights Beyond U.S. Boarders or Under Foreign or 
Other Law

Exercise of the termination right ends only rights that arise un-
der U.S. copyright law. �e Act con�rms that termination reverts 
to the author or heirs “all rights under this title,”90 and termination 
of a grant “a
ects only those rights covered by the grants that arise 
under this title, and in no way a
ects rights arising under any other 
Federal, State or foreign laws”91

�is was addressed by the court in Siegel v. Warner Bros. Enter-
tainment, Inc.92 Heirs of Superman’s creator exercised the termina-
tion right as to an earlier world-wide grant of rights.93 �e court 
held that the termination was e
ective, but not as to the grantee’s 
pro�ts earned from foreign publications:

Section 304(c)(6)(E) to the 1976 Act provides that “[t]ermin-
ation of a grant under this subsection a
ects only those rights 
covered by the grant that arise under this title [Title 17 of the 
United States Code, governing copyrights], and in no way a
ects 
rights arising under any other Federal, State, or foreign laws.

* * *
[�e] statutory text could not be any clearer…. Congress ex-
pressly limited the reach of what was gained by the terminating 
party through exercise of the termination right; speci�cally, the 
terminating party only recaptured the domestic rights (that is, 
the rights arising under title 17 to the United States Code) of 
the grant to the copyright in question. Le� expressly intact and 
undisturbed were any of the rights the original grantee or its 
successors in interest had gained over the years from the copy-
right through other sources of law, notably the right to exploit 
the work abroad that would be governed by the copyright laws 
of foreign nations….94

�e court went on to quote Nimmer for the proposition that “a 
grant of copyright ‘throughout the world’ is terminable only with 
respect to uses within the geographic limits of the United States,”95

and it quoted Patry, stating that “where a U.S. author conveys 
worldwide rights and terminates under either section, grants in all 
other countries remain valid according to their terms or provisions 
in other countries’ laws.” 96 �e Siegel court therefore held that ter-
mination a
ected only the domestic portion of the author’s world-
wide grant in Superman and was not e
ective as to the remainder of 
the grant. �at is, exploitation of the work abroad was governed under 
foreign copyright laws. �e grantees retained the unfeered right to 
exploit the works, and retain pro�ts therefrom, in foreign nations.97

Establish that Work Fits Into a Statutory Gap In the 
Termination Right

�e Copyright O�ce identi�ed a statutory hole in the 1976 Act’s 
two termination provisions. �e termination rights of sections 

304(c) and 304(d) of the Act apply only to works already existing on 
January 1, 1978. Section 203 permits termination of grants where the 
author assigns his or her rights on or a�er January 1, 1978. �e Copy-
right O�ce identi�ed a gap where a work was created a�er January 1, 
1978 but the author assigned rights to the work before that date.98

In these circumstances, it is unclear whether the termination 
provisions apply.99 Sections 304(c) and 304(d) do not apply be-
cause they require an existing copyright on January 1, 1978, which 
does not exist for a work created a�er that date. But applicability of 
Section 203 is not clear because it requires the grant to have been 
executed on or a�er January 1, 1978.

�e Copyright O�ce adopted the view that such works (as-
signed pre-January 1, 1978 and created a�er January 1, 1978) 
should be terminable under Section 203.100 But the Copyright Of-
�ce’s analysis also concedes that “rule making is not a substitute for 
statutory clari�cation.” �eir publication adds that recordation of 
a termination notice “does not mean that it is otherwise su�cient 
under the law;” and is “without prejudice to any party claiming that 
the legal and formal requirements for issuing a valid notice has been 
met.”101 �erefore, for works within the statutory gap— assigned 
pre January 1, 1978 and created a�er January 1, 1978—publishers, 
studios, and other licensees and grantees may test the claim that no 
termination rights exist under the current statutory framework.

Other Grounds to Defeat A�empted Termination

Because of the relatively few cases to date concerning termina-
tion under the 1976 Act, numerous other circumstances, strategies, 
and scenarios are likely to develop. For example, there are many 
ways that aempted termination and notice given to grantees/li-
censees could be defective, and therefore ine
ective. �ese could 
include noncompliance with any of the various requirements for a 
termination notice, such as failure to list all works to be terminat-
ed,102 failure to serve the notice within the permied time frame,103 
or failure to serve the right party with the notice.104

In addition, any number of the other requirements in the regula-
tions for termination might not be satis�ed. For example, the notice 
may not be signed, or may not be signed by the required number/pro-
portion of owners of the termination interest or by agents who are 
“duly authorized.” �ese defects could provide avenues for grantees/
licensees to contest the validity of any purposed termination notice.

CONCLUSION

Congress enacted termination rights in the Copyright Act of 
1976 to let authors reclaim valuable rights a�er their grantees and 
licensees developed those rights into valuable properties. Still, the 
statute—by both design and in some respects by possible Congres-
sional oversight105—provides exceptions and steps publishers, stu-
dios, and other copyright grantees can pursue to protect their in-
vestments in the use, development, production, and distribution of 
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copyrighted content, and to limit the termination rights of authors’ 
and their heirs. 7

�e views expressed in this article are personal to the authors and 
do not necessarily re�ect the views of the authors’ �rms, the State Bar 
of California, or any colleagues, organization, or client.
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